SEAL CRAWLSPACE VENTS
WITHOUT A LOT OF TIME AND MESS.

VentBlock and VentBlock+ are polyethylene panels that provide a fast, clean and effective way to seal foundation vents when providing moisture control in a crawlspace. The “plus” version features a screen backing to restrict rodent entry for superior protection.

Specifications:
- Designed to fit the traditional 8” x 16” foundation vent openings.
- Actual Size: 8.25”x 16.25” x 1”
- Can easily be trimmed if a smaller size is needed.

Installation:
- From within the crawlspace, install by press-fitting to the back side of the existing foundation vent.
- Trim as needed for a proper fit.
- Optional: Seal around the edges for both a better seal and to prevent wind from blowing it out of place. (For this, we recommend Pur Stick Foam, Lexel Caulk or White Lightning 3006 Caulk.)

NOTE: In some cases, the screen may partially separate from the foam during installation due to torsion and compression forces. This will not degrade the performance of the product. Simply install VentBlock+ while making sure that the screen is placed tightly between the foam and the back of existing foundation vent.

TO RECEIVE CONTRACTOR PRICING, SET UP AN ACCOUNT AT WWW.CRAWLSPACEDEPOT.COM, THEN CALL 1-888-331-9991

Pricing for qualified contractors. All prices subject to change. Most current pricing can be found on www.crawlspacedepot.com. All product names, service marks and trademarks mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective owners. VentBlock, VentBlock+ and Crawlspace Depot are trademarks or registered trademarks of Crawlspace Depot, LLC. ©2021 Crawlspace Depot, LLC. #CSD-VBSS-0521